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The “Elegant Workhorse” • Best in the High Efficiency, Flat Shooting .20

Beeman R1

SPORTING AIR RIFLES

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

11010 (Rt) Break Beech Two-Stage
R1 11011 (Lt) .177 8.8 lbs. 45.2” 950 14.23 FP 0.15” Barrel 34 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

11015 (Rt) Break Beech Two-Stage
R1 1016 (Lt) .20 8.8 lbs. 45.2” 860 15.1 FP 0.19” Barrel 34 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

R1 1015C (Rt) Break Beech Two-Stage
Carbine 1016C (Lt) .20 8.3 lbs. 42.0” 860 15.1 FP 0.19” Barrel 42 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

1012 (Rt) Break Beech Two-Stage
R1 1013 (Lt) .22 8.7 lbs. 45.2” 765 16.4 FP 0.21” Barrel 34 lbs. Spring Piston 6 Stained Adjustable Automatic

R1 11010C (Rt) Break Beech Two-Stage
Carbine 1011C (Lt) .177 8.3 lbs. 42.0” 950 14.23 FP 0.15” Barrel 42 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

BEEMAN® R1

Long known as "the workhorse" of the
Beeman line, the R1 is universally recog-
nized for bringing adult airgunning to
the forefront with its high power and
stunning looks.

From the ground up, the R1 was built
to be an airgun that a shooter could use
and cherish for a lifetime. The Beeman
"R" Series trigger, universally recog-
nized as one of the finest available on a
sporting gun, has a crisp, delightful feel
that is fully adjustable. The solid body
tube has deep dovetail grooves
machined into the sides for maximum
accuracy and stability. The safety auto-
matically engages each time the rifle is
cocked. It has a convenient thumb

release and a red indicator shows that
the rifle is ready to fire.  The elegant
hardwood stock has a long forearm that
adds grace and increased functionality
for those who prefer to grasp the rifle
further out. 

As an example of the workmanship of
the rifle, examine the end cap of the
receiver. Notice how the cap has been
machined from a solid block of steel and
carefully designed so that when it
screws onto the back of the rifle it mates
flush with the body tube. If this much
care goes into one component, imagine
how much thought and care has gone
into the rest of the rifle! 

One of the first airguns to break the
mystical 1000 fps mark, the R1 really
delivers. We have chosen to rate the R1
conservatively at 950 fps in .177 caliber
but to truly harness the power we 
recommend the .20 caliber. The larger
caliber gives a shooter better energy and
greater mass and frontal area than the
.177 caliber. The large swept air volume
of the R1 makes it particularly well
suited to the heavier calibers. The rifle
is available in .177, .20, and .22 calibers.
For those preferring a shorter barrel, a
carbine model is available in .177 and
.20 calibers. 
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

BEEMAN® R11 MKII

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Two-Stage
R11 MKII 1030 .177 8.6 lbs. 43.5” 925 13.5 FP 0.13” Barrel 33 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

The R11 air rifle represents a quantum
leap forward in design. Built for the
competitor, small game hunter, or 
backyard shooter, the R11 has features
that everyone will appreciate. The 
cheekpiece can be adjusted up almost two
inches. The superb butt plate assembly
allows a similar range of movement up
or down, plus has the ability to cant or
twist the butt. The infinite combination
of adjustments can provide a strainless
fit for any shooter in any position!

A beautifully blued, all-steel barrel
sleeve covers the carbine barrel and

helps dampen muzzle movement. The
forestock and palm swell are stippled to
give a sure grip under all shooting
conditions, and the black highlights of
the stippling and grooves along the
forestock accent the rich brown hard-
wood stock. The two-staged Beeman "R"
Series trigger, already one of the finest
available today, is also fully adjustable
to the shooters preference. 

For those who enjoy field target compe-
tition, the R11 will be a genuine contender
in the standard piston class right out of
the box. No additions or accessories are

needed, except for a good scope and
rings. This is one of the models successfully
used by our own shooting team. 

Available only in .177 caliber this rifle
shoots at velocities well over 900 fps,
and comes with an automatic safety that
can easily be operated with the right
thumb. No sights mar the sleek profile
of this delightful rifle; its dovetailed
receiver is intended to be used only
with a scope. 

For Field Target Competition or General Use • Adjustable Stock and Butt Plate 
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech
GT650 1032 .177 5.9 lbs. 41.5” 650 5.5 FP 0.36” Barrel 24 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Sporter Automatic

Break
FH500 1028 .177 5 lbs. 37” 525 5.5 FP 0.22” Barrel 16 lbs. Spring Piston 10 Composite Sporter Automatic

GT650

FH500

A new product in 2001.  The Beeman
“Gold Series FH 500” has been the most
successful new product introduction in
Gold Series history.  For 2002, this
product has been made even better,
with a NEW Wide Angle 4x20 Scope.

Scope Features
• Wide angle for improved field of 

view and target clarity
• Finger adjustable “Target turrets with caps

for quick windage and elevation adjustment
• Adjustable objective (Parallax) from 

7.5 yards to infinity
• Matte finish
• Scope has been professionally mounted

and sighted in at 10 meters

Rifle Features
• Sportier styled stock with Monte 

Carlo and ambidextrous cheekpiece
• All weather “Belgium Matte” finish 

on the receiver and barrel
• Automatic Safety
• Match quality trigger
• Solid one (1) piece rifled (1/16 RT) barrel
• .177 cal. pellet
• 525 FPS (Beeman Silver Bear Pellet)

• Sportier styled hardwood stock with 
recoil pad and Monte Carlo cheekpiece

• Receiver dovetailed for easy mounting

of scope or red dots sights
• Fully adjustable rear sight with globe 

and post front sight

• Automatic safety
• .177 cal. pellet
• 650 FPS (Beeman Silver Bear Pellet)

GOLD
SERIES

Ideal Airgun for General Field Use, Plinking, Target Shooting and Pest Control

Shown with 4x20 scope, wide angle, target turrets with caps,
adjustable objective (7.5 yards to infinity) and matte finish.
The FH500 combo features a “muzzle brake” to ensure barrel
stability and assist in ease of cocking.

Shown With Optional Scope – 3-7x20 scope, variable power, target
turrets with caps, adjustable objective (7.5 yards to infinity) and
matte finish.  The GT650 Combo features a “ported muzzle brake”
to ensure barrel stability and assist in ease of cocking.

FH500 and GT650
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

GS950

• A contemporary styled hardwood 
stock with recoil pad, Monte Carlo, 
cheekpiece and satin finish

• All steel receiver and rifled (1/16 RT) 
steel barrel

• Receiver is dovetailed and includes a 
scope stop

• Adjustable two (2) stage match grade 
trigger

• Automatic safety
• Fiber optic sight system.  This three 

(3) dot system, two (2) green rear and 
one (1) red front is fully adjustable,
enhances your sight picture under all 
light conditions

• .177 cal. shoots 950 FPS 
(Beeman Silver Bear Pellet)

• .22 cal. shoots 765 FPS 
(Beeman Silver Bear Pellet)

A True Magnum Power Airgun.  A Great Gun for All Around Use,
Including Plinking, Field Target and Small Game Hunting.

The GS950 is available in both .177 and .22 cal. with two scope options.
• 4x32 Scope, target turrets with caps, adjustable objective (7.5 yards to 

infinity) and matte finish.
• 3-9x32 Scope, variable power, target turrets with caps, adjustable 

objective (7.5 yards to infinity) and matte finish.
The GS950 combo features a “ported muzzle brake” to ensure barrel stability
and assist in ease of cocking.

GOLD
SERIES

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Two-Stage
GS950 1037 .177 7.25 lbs. 46.25” 950 14.0 FP 0.20” Barrel 38 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Break Beech Two-Stage
GS950 103722 .22 7.25 lbs. 46.25” 765 15.8 FP 0.18” Barrel 38 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

GS1000

• European hardwood, sportier stock 
with recoil pad, cheekpiece, checkered
pistol grip and forend.  Finished in a 
deluxe stain walnut stain

• All steel receiver and rifled 
(1/16 RT) barrel

• Dovetailed receiver with scope stop
• Adjustable two (2) stage trigger
• Automatic safety
• Full adjustable micrometer rear sight.

Front sight is a blade with brass bead

• .177cal., 1000 FPS
(Beeman Silver Bear Pellet)

• .22 cal., 765 FPS
(Beeman Silver Bear Pellet)

The “Flagship” of the Beeman Gold Series.  Elegant styling, precision accuracy, and magnum power.

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Two-Stage
GS1000 1038 .177 7.5 lbs. 46.75” 1000 14.4 FP 0.20” Barrel 40 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Break Beech Two-Stage
GS1000 103822 .22 7.5 lbs. 46.75” 765 16 FP 0.18” Barrel 40 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

GOLD
SERIES

The GS1000 is available in both .177 and .22 cal. with two scope options.
• 3-9x32 Scope, variable power, target turrets with caps, adjustable 

objective (7.5 yards to infinity) and matte finish.
• 3-12x40 Scope, variable power, target turrets with caps, adjustable objective 

(50 ft. to infinity) and matte finish.
The GS1000 combo features a “ported muzzle brake” to ensure barrel stability
and assist in ease of cocking.

GS1000
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Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Two-Stage
R9 1039 .177 7.3 lbs. 43” 930 13.6 FP 0.15” Barrel 40 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Break Beech Two-Stage
R9 103920 .20 7.3 lbs. 43” 800 14.0 FP 0.15” Barrel 40 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Break Beech Two-Stage
R9 Deluxe 1044 .177 7.5 lbs. 43” 930 13.6 FP 0.15” Barrel 40 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Break Beech Two-Stage
R9 Deluxe 104420 .20 7.5 lbs. 43” 800 14.0 FP 0.15” Barrel 40 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Beeman R9 Deluxe

Beeman R9

SPORTING AIR RIFLES

R9 and R9 DELUXE

The R9 break barrel .177 caliber air rifle
shoots hard at a velocity of 930 fps, and
at only 7.3 pounds is among the lightest
rifles for this power level. The
traditional spring piston powerplant
will give years of reliable use.

The Beeman reputation for quality is
evident throughout this German 
crafted gun, hand assembled for 
generations of shooting pleasure. The
elegant hardwood stock has a graceful
styling. Although there is a slight
Monte Carlo cheekpiece designed for
right-handed shooters, the stock is truly
ambidextrous and suitable for those
shooting from either shoulder. There is

even a soft rubber butt plate trimming
off the end.

The famous Beeman “R” Series trigger
is standard fare, and has long been
regarded as among the finest sporting
triggers ever designed. Factory set at
approximately two pounds, the trigger
is fully adjustable to your preference.
The automatic safety engages each time
the rifle is cocked, and can easily be
released by depressing the button on
the back of the receiver.  At only 43
inches in length, the R9 is compact and
easy to handle. The rear sights are fully
adjustable for windage and elevation,
and the scope dovetails are machined

right into the receiver for better
stability.

The R9 Deluxe, in addition to all of the
features of the standard R9, the deluxe
version features hand-checkered
panels, a pistol grip cap and a carved
Monte Carlo cheekpiece, all of which
replicates the classic design first found
on the elegant workhorse, the R1. The
interchangeable globe front sight with
inserts allows you the flexibility to
change your front sight picture to
accommodate various shooting
conditions and locations.

Smashing Velocity • Available in .177 or the most popular .20 
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

HW30 and R7

The R7 air rifle is, without question, the
finest intermediate sporting air rifle
available anywhere. We guarantee that
once you have one in your hands you
will agree, and won’t want to put the air
rifle down. At just a shade over 6
pounds, the R7 is easy to pack around in
the field, or for women and smaller
shooters to handle with ease. The gun
still packs plenty of punch with
velocities reaching 700 fps in the .177
caliber version. This rifle is also offered
in .20 caliber for those who prefer the
advantages of the slightly larger and
heavier pellet. The R7 is extremely
accurate, and has a very pleasant,
smooth firing action; in fact, the R7 is a
favored rifle among the Beeman
employees and our top dealers.

The R7 rifle features a unique double
jointed cocking lever which eliminates
the customary long slot under the
forearm of break barrel air rifles. This
provides a more comfortable grip and a
better sling mounting point on the
forearm.

Pay attention to the details on this air
rifle: Crisp, multi-lever trigger with full
adjustability. Finest non-drying breech
and piston seals. Checkering on the
pistol grip and a rubber butt plate. Click
micrometer rear sight, and scope
grooves cut directly into the receiver for
added stability. Beautiful precision cast
trigger guard. The satin finish on the

hardwood stock resists minor scratches.
Simply put, there are few guns made
with all the features, style and grace of
the R7.

Frankly, it’s not easy to select an
economical spring piston airgun, therefore,
it may be a real relief to rediscover the
HW30. The HW30 is easy to handle and
has excellent power and accuracy. A
solid built tribute to German craftsmanship,
it features an ambidextrous walnut
stained beech stock, an auto-safety, and
a double-jointed cocking lever. New and
improved is the rearsight, which features
a rotating leaf, with four available options,
for all your shooting requirements. 

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Two-Stage
HW30 1060 .177 5.5 lbs. 40.0” 675 6.6 FP 0.16” Barrel 18 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Non-Adjustable Automatic

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Two-Stage
R7 1107 .177 6.1 lbs. 40.2” 700 7.0 FP 0.11” Barrel 18 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Break Beech Two-Stage
R7 110720 .20 6.1 lbs. 40.2” 620 7.9 FP 0.11” Barrel 18 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Beeman HW30

Beeman R7

Finest German Craftsmanship • Excellent for Women and Smaller Shooters
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

CROW MAGNUM IV and SLR-98

Created for the serious airgun hunting
enthusiast, the Crow Magnum IV is the
ultimate high performance field sport rifle. At
the heart of this extraordinary hand-built
gun is the famous HE gas spring system;
a self-contained power unit that affords
both maximum power and reasonable
cocking effect in a single design. The HE
gas spring system can also be held in
cocked mode for extended periods,
without the fear of fatigue associated
with conventional metal mainsprings. It's
ideal for field situations where a hunting
air rifle must be ready for immediate use!

The Crow Magnum isn't only about raw
power. Virtually hand-built from the
ground up, each rifle is a showpiece of
European gun-making art. The fine ordinance
steel barrel and action is meticulously
hand polished and blued to custom grade
standards. The elegant ambidextrous
sporter stock is carved from Imported
Walnut, finished to a flawless satin sheen.
The stock also features: a full-length
tapered forend, hand-cut checkering,
high comb with raised cheekpiece and a

ventilated rubber recoil pad. 

Other standard Crow Magnum perks
include an adjustable two-stage trigger
and automatic safety that can be quickly
disengaged in complete silence. Hunters
will further appreciate the elegant steel
Crow Magnum muzzle weight, which
adds steadiness to offhand field shooting.
Likewise for the famed Dampa Mount
system, with its unique recoil-absorbing
rubber bushings. It's no wonder why the
Beeman Crow Magnum IV is America's
premier sporter air rifle! 

SLR-98: Complementing the raw power
and grace of the Crow Magnum, the 
SLR-98 7-shot underlever repeater,
features a sophisticated underlever system
that both cocks the HE power unit and
automatically loads a .22 caliber pellet from
its removable 7-shot magazine. And with
a single pass of the underlever! 

Equaling the superb quality of the Crow
Magnum, the SLR-98 features the same
impeccably blued action and Imported

Walnut sporter stock. You also get the
elegant Crow Magnum muzzle weight,
adjustable two-stage trigger with
automatic safety, and the famed Dampa
Mount system as standard features. Of
course, the proven HE gas spring system
provides the power behind this
magnificent hunting air rifle. 

Lighter and handier than the Crow
Magnum, the SLR-98 is somewhat less
potent than the big single-shot. Still a
formidable hunting tool in the hands of
an experienced shooter, the SLR-98 adds
the advantage of a removable 7-shot
magazine combined with outstanding
field accuracy. Together, the stunning
power of the Crow Magnum and
repeatability of the SLR-98 make an
unbeatable team in any neck of the woods.

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Crow Break Imported Two-Stage
Magnum IV 10720 .20 8.6 lbs. 46.0” 1060 22.9 FP 0.13” Barrel 60 lbs. Gas Spring 12 Walnut Adjustable Automatic

Crow Break Imported Two-Stage
Magnum IV 10722 .22 8.6 lbs. 46.0” 935 24.5 FP 0.13” Barrel 60 lbs. Gas Spring 12 Walnut Adjustable Automatic

Crow Break Imported Two-Stage
Magnum IV 10725 .25 8.6 lbs. 46.0” 815 26.1 FP 0.13” Barrel 60 lbs. Gas Spring 10 Walnut Adjustable Automatic

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Imported Two-Stage
SLR-98 1075 .22 7.9 lbs. 39.0” 780 17.0 FP 0.13” Underlever 27 lbs. Gas Spring 12 Walnut Adjustable Automatic

Beeman SLR-98 Repeater
Shown With Optional Scope

“High Efficiency” Gas Spring System Over 1000 fps in .20 caliber

Crow Magnum IV
Shown With Optional Scope
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

Internationally recognized for its
outstanding field accuracy, the classic
HW-77 was the most successful
underlever spring-piston sport rifle ever
made. Several years ago, the stalwart
HW-77 was upgraded to an even more
formidable and stylish sporter. The
revised model was designated the HW-97,
and it too has received its share of praise
from adult airgunners the world over.

Still enthusiastic about further developing
the hidden potential of the basic HW-77
design, Weihrauch engineers have now
succeeded in dramatically increasing the
rifle's performance. The latest HW-97 series
model now has performance approaching
our famous R-1, and it does this with little
increase in cocking effort or felt recoil! 

As always, quality is what our valued
customers have come to expect from
Germany's premier sport air rifle maker.
The fine ordinance steel action, barrel
and cocking lever are hand polished and
blued to a standard that exceeds most
comparably priced firearms. Likewise
for the elegant beech sporter stock,
which features a long tapered forend,
hand-cut checkering on the pistol grip,
high comb with raised cheekpiece and a
soft rubber recoil pad. 

Intended for use with optical sights, the
receiver is grooved to except 11mm ring
or one-piece mounts. Of course, you also
get the famous Rekord adjustable two-
stage trigger and automatic safety; the
trigger that has been the industry

standard for over four decades! Field
shooters will further delight in the HW-97's
smooth cocking, handling and overall
feel. It's an underlever sport air rifle that
carries on the HW tradition of excellence. 

So now field sport airgunners have the
choice of two exceptional underlever
sporters. Whether you choose the sleek
lines of the HW-97 MKIII, or the handy
size of the HW-77 MKII, you really can't
go wrong. Both have the performance
and features that make them winners
whenever their carried afield. 

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Beech Two-Stage
HW77 MKII 1078 .177 8.7 lbs. 39.7” 930 13.6 FP 0.13” Underlever 35 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Beech Two-Stage
HW97 MKIII 1097 .177 9.2 lbs. 40.25” 930 13.6 FP 0.13” Underlever 35 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

Beech Two-Stage
HW97 MKIII 1098 .20 9.2 lbs. 40.25” 820 14.6 FP 0.13” Underlever 35 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Adjustable Automatic

HW77 MKII and HW97 MKIII

Underlever Accuracy • Sleek Muzzle Weight 

Beeman HW77 MKII

Beeman HW97 MKIII
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

SUPER 12 MKII

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Super 12 Pre-charged
MKII 10882 .20 8 lbs. 37.75” 1085 25.8 FP 0.13” Bolt 14 lbs. Pneumatic 12 Walnut Match Manual

Super 12 Pre-charged
MKII 10862 .22 8 lbs. 38.75” 1000 28.5 FP 0.13” Bolt 14 lbs. Pneumatic 10 Walnut Match Manual

Super 12 Pre-charged
MKII 10872 .25 8 lbs. 42.25” 800 37.5 FP 0.13” Bolt 14 lbs. Pneumatic 10 Walnut Match Manual

Arguably the most sophisticated pre-
charged pneumatic repeating sport rifle
in the world, the Super-12 series has set
the standard by which all other PCP
repeaters are now judged. With its
effortless bolt-action cocking, superb
accuracy and smashing power, the
Super-12 is a precision-hunting tool that
will exceed the expectations of the most
demanding air rifle hunter!

While famous for its exceptional
performance, the total Super-12
experience is really much more. It begins
with a hand-built action and fine ordinance
steel barrel that are beautifully machined
to exacting tolerances. From there you add
a crisp adjustable two-stage trigger with
manual safety and integral ring mounts
for convenient mounting of optical
sights. Last but certainly not least, an
ambidextrous walnut stock featuring

hand-cut checkering, high comb with
raised cheekpiece and ventilated rubber
recoil pad adds a final touch of class to
this extraordinary air rifle. 

Powered by a detachable 400cc air bottle,
velocity can be manually adjusted to suit
various pellet types and hunting situations.
It thus becomes possible to "fine tune"
your rifle for both maximum performance
and shot-to-shot consistency. 

Recoilless Accuracy and High Power • Super 12 MKII available in .20, .22 and .25 caliber 

Super 12 MKII
Shown With Optional Scope
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

RX-2

The Beeman RX-2 uses a "gas spring" for
its powerplant. What is a "gas spring"
you ask? Imagine an air filled shock
absorber in place of a conventional metal
mainspring, and you have the insides of
the RX-2 in your mind.

The RX-2 is cocked like any other barrel
cocking airgun, but the single cocking
stroke compresses a cylinder of air
instead of a steel mainspring. When the
trigger is pulled the compressed air
expands and drives the piston forward.

Unlike a pneumatic or CO2 airgun, the
sealed air is never expended. And unlike
a steel mainspring, a "gas spring" cannot
take a set, or tire with age. 

Due to the extremely short lock time (the
time it takes the pellet to exit the barrel
from when the trigger was pulled), this
air rifle can have a pronounced jolt
during firing; the short lock time,
however, aids in field accuracy as there
is less time for the shooter to "pull" off
the target.  The optional "Super Gas"

charge by our gunsmiths will also aid in
smoothing the cocking effort and firing
motion. 

The classy laminated stock has the
famous Beeman long forearm for grace
and functionality. The rifle is trimmed
with a rubber butt pad, grip cap, and the
traditional white line spacers.  The trigger
is crisp and predictable. The automatic
safety is located at the front of the cast
metal trigger guard.

Revolutionary "Gas Spring" Powerplant • Cannot Take a Set or Tire with Age 

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Non-Adjustable
RX-2 1802 .177 9.8 lbs. 45.7” 1125 18.3 FP 0.16” Barrel 46 lbs. Gas Spring 12 Stained Two-Stage Automatic

Break Beech Non-Adjustable
RX-2 1804 .20 9.8 lbs. 45.7” 950 18.4 FP 0.16” Barrel 46 lbs. Gas Spring 12 Stained Two-Stage Automatic

Break Beech Non-Adjustable
RX-2 1806 .22 9.8 lbs. 45.7” 860 20.8 FP 0.19” Barrel 46 lbs. Gas Spring 6 Stained Two-Stage Automatic
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SPORTING AIR RIFLES

KODIAK

Describing the Beeman Kodiak air rifle
with a single word is difficult, but it
could be summed up as "POWER!" This
is the world's most powerful
conventional mainspring airgun.

Hunting and pest control airguns should
be compared where it counts - at the
target animal. The .25 caliber Kodiak
delivers an astonishingly flat shooting
quarter inch projectile. At 50 yards that
projectile is moving faster than many
.177 caliber pellets at the same range,
and hitting with about triple the force! 

The Kodiak is as handsome as it is
powerful. The rifle is beautifully
finished with a deep blueing that is so
rich it has a velvet sheen. The stock is
trimmed with stylish white line spacers,
and the ambidextrous safety is set in a
massive end block. Both safety and
receiver end block are beautifully
machined out of solid blocks of high
tensile aircraft aluminum - both
electrostatically finished with the most
durable finish known to the gun
industry; an epoxy so tough it is
difficult to sand off. The rich appearance

and the style of the rifle are sure to
delight not only new shooters to the
sport, but those adding to an existing
collection. 

The Kodiak is available in .22 or .25
caliber. 

The Beeman Kodiak air rifle was
awarded the prestigious Product Award
of Merit at the 1995 SHOT Show by
American Firearms Industry magazine 

The World's Most Powerful Conventional Mainspring Airgun 
The Ultimate Air Rifle for the Adult Airgunner 

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

Break Beech Adjustable
Kodiak 1825 .25 9.0 lbs. 45.6” 750 28 FP 0.18” Barrel 48 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Two-Stage Automatic

Break Beech Adjustable
Kodiak 1822 .22 9.0 lbs. 45.6” 865 33 FP 0.18” Barrel 48 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Stained Two-Stage Automatic

Kodiak
Shown With Optional Scope
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MATCH AIR RIFLES

FWB/603

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

FWB 603 1161 (Rt) .177 10.8 lbs. 43.0” 570 5.0 FP 0.04” Sidelever 19 lbs. Single Stroke 12 Laminate Match None
Match 1161L (Lt) Pneumatic Wood Adjustable

When a shooter reaches the world class
level they typically only look to one
company to provide their equipment,
Feinwerkbau. 

The FWB 603 is a next generation single
stroke pneumatic. The cocking stroke
was designed to flow with the body. The
large handle fits the palm comfortably,
and the power stroke is towards the
shooter, not awkwardly away as some
other brands. Consequently, cocking the
FWB 603 is much easier than other single
stroke pneumatics leading to less effort
which can raise the heart rate, tire the
shooter, and lower the scores. 

One of the most unique aspects of the
rifle is the laminated stock. This
handsome stock is constructed from
hardwoods and hard rubber. Each layer
is cross laid to each other and the result
is a stock so rigid that stability is assured
regardless of humidity or temperature
changes. Wood gun stocks absorb
moisture or dry out causing subtle
changes in shape and altering the point
of impact, but the 603 stock completely
eliminates this problem. Feinwerkbau
even tested the materials by holding a

stock underwater for days, and it still
held it's shape! There is even an
improved three point mounting system
for the action. 

The cheekpiece and butt plate are highly
adjustable, not only can the cheekpiece
be moved up or down in a full 30mm
range but can also be canted top to
bottom or bottom to top by 20 degrees.
The left to right can be canted 15 degrees
and the entire unit can be moved 5mm left
or right. The butt plate has a similar range
of adjustments making this rifle a custom
fit to any shooter of any size or shape. 

Feinwerkbau airguns have always been
recognized as having some of the finest
triggers ever designed, and the 603 is no
exception. Pull weight adjusts from
approximately 3.5 ounces to a bit more
than a pound, and there are adjustments
for pull-off point, initial travel, finger
length, and even lateral position. Now
both the trigger and trigger slack weight
are separately adjustable with small
knurled knobs located in the trigger
guard. Adjustments can be made with
the turn of a finger, no tools are required,
and even be changed in the middle of a

match! A new dry firing device has been
included for easy practice of position and
trigger control, and a lighter firing pin
gives an even faster lock time than before.

The 603 appears to have a long 25 inch
barrel, but in reality that is only a
shroud. The rifled inner barrel is only
16.6 inches long with the remainder a
wide, hollow tube that does not touch
the pellet once it leaves the rifled barrel.
So what is the advantage of the short
barrel? The answer lies in shooter
motion once the shot is fired. The longer
the barrel the more opportunity the
shooter has to move, even ever so
slightly, and to pull the rifle off the
target. The three barrel weights on the
end are moveable allowing the shooter
to balance the rifle to their preference. 

With all these features, and accuracy of
0.04", it's no wonder why the FWB 603 is
the rifle of choice. It is this type of
technological advancement that allowed
this air rifle to win the first Gold Medal
of the 1996 Olympics. 

Olympic-Level, Single Stroke Pneumatic • Ergonomic Design 
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Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Stock Trigger Safety

1163 (Rt) Precharged Laminated Match
P70 1163L (Lt) .177 10.6 lbs. 42.6” 570 5.0 FP 0.04” Lever 2 lbs. Pneumatic 12 Wood Adjustable None

1163J (Rt) Precharged Laminated Match
P70 Junior 1163JL (Lt) .177 7.3 lbs. 40.0” 570 5.0 FP 0.04” Lever 2 lbs. Pneumatic 12 Wood Adjustable None

MATCH AIR RIFLES

Feinwerkbau, the people that produced
the most amount of medals by any one
manufacturer at the 1996 Olympic
Games, (5 out of 9 medals), and had the
most amount of competitors use their
products, (68 out of 113 shooters), stay
the best by being on the cutting edge of
technology.

The P70 uses compressed air filled from
a scuba tank to 3,000 P.S.I. like the
proven P34 air pistol. The rifle comes
with one cylinder. An ingenious
regulator fitted as an integral part of the
rifle allows the cylinders to be changed
while leaving your point of impact
unchanged. The use of compressed air
also eliminates the need to contend with
changes in temperature negating yet
another factor that can affect your point
of impact. Regardless of whether you are
a serious airgun competitor or just an

airgun enthusiast, the ultra consistent
velocities this air rifle achieves allows
you to shoot through the same hole time
and time again! 

The Beeman P70 is one of the easiest air
rifles on the market to cock - just pushing
the slide ahead with either thumb
charges the firing area, sets the trigger,
opens the loading port and blocks the
sighting line. The shooter then loads the
pellet directly into the bore, clicks the
loading gate shut, aims, and fires. And
with accuracy at 0.04" more often than
not the shot goes right into the bull's eye! 

The simplicity of the system provides an
unequaled lack of distraction to the
shooter, something that is critical to
competitive shooters. In a match the
rhythm of the shooting is as important
as the feel of the rifle, and the FWB P70

was designed so that the shooting
motions are the same shot after shot. 

The laminated stock provides the same
full range of adjustments as the 603
does. Not only can the cheekpiece and
butt plate be adjusted up and down,  but
they can also be moved in or out and
even canted as much as 15 degrees to the
side. This unparalleled range of
adjustments tailors the rifle to fit nearly
all shooters regardless of size or shape.
The trigger unit also provides the same
benefits and range of adjustments as the
603 assembly. 

The ease and simplicity of the P70 makes
this an outstanding rifle for men,
women, younger shooters, disabled
persons, three-position competitors, and
anyone else interested in medal winning
performance. 

Virtually No Cocking Effort • Precharge Pneumatic Version of the FWB 603 

Beeman/FWB P70 JR.

Beeman/FWB P70

Winner of 2000 Olympic Games, Sydney, Australia.
Current World Record Holder, 600/600.

FWB P70 and P70 JR.

Also Available in Red or Blue Aluminum Stock
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MATCH AIR PISTOLS

FWB P34

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety

Beeman 2134 (Rt) Pre-charged Match
FWB P34 2134L (Lt) .177 2.4 lbs. 16.5” 515 4.2 FP 0.04” Lever 4.5 lbs. Pneumatic 12 Walnut Adjustable None

More elegant than ever before, the P34
has received a face-lift in the form of a
contoured barrel shroud that also
excepts a new sliding weight system.
You can now alter the forward balance of
your pistol with great ease and
precision! Of course, the P34 still retains
the proven built-in FWB muzzle brake
and ported barrel, which maximizes
accuracy while totally eliminating
muzzle flip. Moreover, the valve housing
has been reduced in size and a new
removable trigger guard has been
added. The look is thoroughbred
racehorse all the way! 

Mechanical refinements include a
redesigned dry fire system, positioned
just above the trigger and within easy
reach.  The unit consists of a simple
cross-bolt button for convenient
engagement when desired. Current P30
owners can also interchange air
cylinders with the P34, which likewise
feature a built-in pressure gauge for
quick reference of fill status. 

Considered the finest match trigger in
the world, FWB engineers have
somehow managed to refine this
incredible unit even further. The multi-
adjustable system allows extremely

precise shot control, and can be fine-
tuned to suit virtually any preference.
The P34's anatomical hardwood match
grip is also fully adjustable for rake and
palm size. Carved from select European
walnut (supplied by Morini), both right
and left-hand versions are available.

Technically refined to an unparalleled
degree and more elegant then ever, the
FWB P34 continues the success story of
FWB match pistols.  It's a tradition of
excellence that started in the twentieth
century, that now continues into the
twenty first century. 

Pre-charged Pneumatic Simplicity • Fully Adjustable Grips and Trigger
Now Comes With F.A.A. Approved Lined Carry Case

Available in Red, Blue and Steel Blue
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MATCH AIR PISTOLS

FWB C55P

Countless repeating guns have been
designed. Many are great fun, but virtually
all have been reasonably inaccurate, best
suited for informal plinking at cans and such.
Now there is the Feinwerkbau C55P, a 
5 shot semi-automatic that has single
hole accuracy.

The C55P fires .177 caliber pellets from a
rapid fire 5 shot magazine using a jolt-free
mechanism. The airgun comes complete
with a five shot magazine.  In the rapid
fire mode the clip is advanced each time
the trigger is pulled - you can put all five

shots through the bull's eye as fast as
you can pull the trigger!

The four sets of three lateral openings
allow four sets of tiny vents to prevent
muzzle jump with a truly negligible loss
of velocity. The C55P now accepts the
same muzzle weights as the P34, they
come as a pair weighing 30 grams each. 

With the new horizontal tank and
regulator, shooters can expect to get
around 200 shots from a cylinder before
refilling is required. All cylinders come

equipped with a gauge for checking
pressure "at-a-glance".  The excellent,
widely adjustable, anatomical grip (now
supplied by Morini),  is considered by
many as the most comfortable, steadiest
grip ever produced.

The trigger is vintage Feinwerkbau
perfection, adjustable in multiple ways,
and crisp to the touch. For competition
or fun, the C55P is an air pistol that all
airgun aficionados should add to their
collection.

World's Most Advanced "Air" Pistol • Rapid Fire! • Now in Pre-Charged Pneumatic 
Now Comes With F.A.A. Approved Lined Carry Case

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety

Beeman 2156 (Rt) Loading Pre-charged Match
FWB C55P 2156L (Lt) .177 2.5 lbs. 15.0” 510 3.8 FP 0.05” Lever 4.5 lbs. Pneumatic 12 Walnut Adjustable None
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MATCH AIR PISTOLS

FWB 103

The FWB 103 is the single stroke pneumatic
entry in the line of Feinwerkbau air
pistols. The unique aspect of the gun is
that the FWB 103 incorporates a
detachable single lever, for reduced
firing weight and improved balance.

Swinging the cocking lever forward
opens the loading gate. The pellet is
loaded into the bore, and with the loading

gate in the open position the line of sight is
blocked. This aids the shooter in focusing
on the task at hand and eliminates lost
shots by not loading a pellet during the
intense concentration of a match. 

The FWB 103 comes with a muzzle brake
fitted as standard, which diverts air flow
from the pellet flight, for improved
follow through, and target placement. 

As is standard with the Feinwerkbau
airguns, the wonderfully sensitive
trigger is near perfection. The unit is
completely adjustable in almost every
conceivable way, and there is even a dry-
fire mechanism to allow sight control
and trigger practice. The grip, available
for right and left handed shooters, is also
adjustable, and seems to fit the hand like
a glove. 

Unsurpassed Trigger Control • Ease of Cocking
Now Comes With F.A.A. Approved Lined Carry Case 

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety

Beeman 2194 (Rt) Under Match
FWB 103 2195 (Lt) .177 2.5 lbs. 16.5” 510 3.8 FP 0.04” Lever 12 lbs. Pneumatic 12 Walnut Adjustable None

New Steel Blue Color
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SPORTING AIR PISTOLS

TEMPEST and HURRICANE

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety

Hurricane 2261 .177 2.4 lbs. 11.3” 500 3.6 FP 0.75” Overlever 25 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Composite Single-Stage Manual

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety

Tempest 2281 .177 2.0 lbs. 8.9” 500 3.6 FP 0.75” Overlever 25 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Composite Single-Stage Manual

The Tempest air pistol ranks consistently
among our best sellers year after year. It
is easy to understand why considering
this airgun packs some of the highest
velocities available in an air pistol in one
of the most compact frames on the market.

To make the airgun as light as possible
without sacrificing any strength or
durability, the frame is made out of a
high tensile aircraft aluminum. The
Tempest is coated externally with a black
epoxy finish that accents its clean lines.
And at 500 fps in .177 caliber, the
Tempest is the first choice of air pistol
enthusiasts around the world.

To cock and load simply release the
thumb latch at the rear and swing the
barrel up and forward to the front of the
gun. The pellet is inserted directly into
the bore and the barrel then swung back
down into place. A manual safety is
conveniently located next to the right
thumb, and the rear sight is adjustable
with screw-tension sliders. The grips
have a comfortable thumb shelf for the
right hand. For left handed shooters, and
those preferring the good looks and
comfort of wooden grips, we highly
recommend adding the optional combat
grips. 

The Hurricane is essentially the same
airgun with an extended frame in the
back to accommodate a click adjustable
rear sight. Changes to windage and
elevation can quickly and easily be made
without guesswork, and the hooded
front sight makes getting on-target
easier. For those preferring the accuracy
of a scope, the rear sight can be removed
and the enclosed scope mount installed
in its place. (There are no provisions for
mounting a scope on the Tempest.) 

Tempest Hurricane
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SPORTING AIR PISTOLS

P1

The P1 is a unique combination of
Beeman airgun experience and design
with the assistance of our German
partners engineering and manufacturing
skills. The result is a blend of two
cultures to make one of the most
popular adult air pistols ever produced.

A major objective of the P1 design was to
give it an "American" flavor, and it
seemed nothing but the famous Colt .45
Auto could come closer to being
recognized around the world as one of
America's finest. Although the P1 is not
a replica, many of the design features
between the two guns are similar as
virtually all shooters hold the .45 in the
highest regard. 

This spring piston gun is cocked by a
single stroke. The "hammer" on the back
is really the catch for the cocking lever.
Release the "hammer" and the top cocks
over the gun until it locks into place. The
pellet is loaded directly into the barrel
and the unit then snaps back down,
ready to fire. Accuracy is increased as

the sights move with the entire cocking
arm and barrel, never changing position.
A scope can be mounted on the 11mm
dovetail grooves along the top of the action. 

At only 11 inches in length, the small
size of the pistol is remarkable
considering the velocity. To get the
optimum power a full size compression
tube must be installed, and this was
accomplished by the overhead cocking
design of the gun. Furthering the
concept, the .177 caliber version of the
piston has a dual power mode - cocking
the gun to the first "lock point" will
result in "low" power, around 380 fps
which is still better than many other air
pistols. Cocking the gun a bit further
will click into the "high" power position
for a full 600 fps making the P1 one of
the most powerful spring piston airguns
ever made! The full compression tube
also results in a nicely balanced pistol as
it runs the full length of the gun. 

The two stage trigger is adjustable from
the 28 ounce factory setting. The wide

trigger blade has a serrated surface that
makes the trigger pull feel extra light
and gives a smooth, controlled feel to the
unit. The incredible trigger is constantly
one of the things that people comment
on being one of the best features of the gun.

Finally, we carefully and deliberately
designed the dimensions of the grip and
trigger area so that it is possible to fit
any .45 Auto grips on the P1. Shooters
can thus maintain the feel of their
firearm while training inexpensively
with the P1. The rearward expanding
mainspring adds to the effectiveness as a
firearm trainer as the modest recoil goes
into the hand, like a firearm. Shooters can
be confident this air pistol will present a
reliable measure of their marksmanship
skills while training with a P1. 

The Beeman P1 air pistol is available in
.177 caliber, or the popular .20 caliber.
The larger .20 caliber pellets are much
less sensitive to wind drift (even indoor
convection currents) and provide a
greater impact than .177 caliber. 

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety

Two-Stage
P1 22300 .177 2.5 lbs. 11.0” 600 5.1 FP 0.30” Overlever 18 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Walnut Adjustable Manual

Two-Stage
P1 2320 .20 2.5 lbs. 11.0” 500 5.1 FP 0.31” Overlever 18 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Walnut Adjustable Manual
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SPORTING AIR PISTOLS

P3

When you see and hold the P3, you
know that you have a serious pistol in
hand. Its design, and even its weight and
heft, gives a solid feeling of the very best
in the world's semi-automatic handguns:
the looks and feel of guns which are not
only the arms of the latest James Bond
007 movie, but also the choice of the top
military and police forces of the world.
The similarity of the P3 to a fine firearm
is astonishing: it even sports a simulated
decocking lever, magazine release
button, trigger guard shaped for two
handed firing, and cartridge ejection
port and the muzzle opening is an
awesome 9 mm (.38) caliber! A very solid
rail is built into the top frame.

The P3 is the first quality air pistol to
join the ranks of the now elite polymer
firearm pistols now being produced in
Europe and America. That is, it is a
marriage of the finest ordinance steel

critical parts wrapped in super strong,
fiber-reinforced, space age polymers like
the famous Glock and latest Walther
firearm pistols. The very reasonable
price of this gun represents a
manufacturing shift to a more efficient,
better method of construction, rather
than any reduction of quality. This pistol
is simply in a much higher league than
the lower grade plastic and/or pot metal
air pistols, even ones of higher price that
depend on gadgetry features, such as
inaccurate rapid fire, for their sales
appeal. Not only does the P3 embrace a
quantum leap in material technology,
but it benefits from functional evolution
of valves and other key internal features.
It looks and feels like solid German
quality, and it is! 

Pulling back what appears to be the
hammer allows the top frame to be
swung up as a charging lever. Just swing

it forward, insert the pellet, and then
swing it back to compress the air charge-
an easy, natural action. An automatic
safety prevents "beartrap" closing or
accidental discharge. This top frame
contains the beautifully rifled steel barrel
and both the front and rear sights, all as
a single rigid unit. The sights cannot get
out of alignment with each other during
cocking. As a single stroke pneumatic,
the P3 has absolutely no recoil or spring
jump. A functional, built-in muzzle
brake prevents any tendency for muzzle
flip. Couple this steadiness with its
wonderfully crisp trigger and you have
a pistol which just naturally shoots
accurately offhand - not just from special
testing clamps. Practice, very quietly and
inexpensively, with the P3 until you can
place all your shots well and you will be
able to shoot even more accurately with
a good firearm pistol. The P3 is a practical
pistol, but it is just a joy to shoot! 

Recoilless Air Pistol without Sheet Metal, Plastic or Complex Mechanisms 
Extra Fine Trigger 

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety

Polymer
P3 2360 .177 1.7 lbs. 9.6” 410 2.4 FP 0.20” Overlever 27 lbs. Pneumatic 12 Composite Two-Stage Automatic

Also Available in Scope Combo
Catalog No. 2360SC
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SPORTING AIR PISTOLS

HW70A

The HW70A air pistol represents more
than just value for the money, it
represents a good investment in the
future. This airgun will provide many
hours of shooting fun for the entire
family for years to come.

This simple spring piston airgun is
cocked just like the break barrel air rifles.
The single cocking stroke will generate
up to 440 fps making this a powerful
airgun, despite its moderate size and
light weight. These aspects alone make
the HW70A the perfect choice for
shooters small and large to take along on
an outing. 

Considered a very attractive air pistol,
the fine barrel and receiver bear an

extremely durable dark blue-black
epoxy finish with an unusually high
luster. The stock is molded in a deep
brown with a durable scratch resistant
texture. There is even a thumb shelf in
the grip for both right and left-handed
shooters making this an ambidextrous
design. 

For an economy gun, the HW70A has
one of the finest triggers available. The
two stage unit pulls back evenly and
consistently to a stop, at which point the
shooter knows just the slightest bit more
pressure will set off the unit. A wide,
beautifully grooved trigger blade is
machined from aluminum, and adds to
the control of the unit. The pistol
includes an automatic safety on the left

side; it is engaged each time the gun is
cocked, and can easily be disengaged (or
re-engaged) with the thumb. 

The accuracy is very good for a sporting
pistol thanks to the full six inch barrel
with the fine 12 groove rifling. The rear
sight is adjustable for windage and
elevation, and the hooded post front
sight allows for quick centering on the
target. The gentle firing behavior of the
HW70 is another benefit of the gun. The
gun shoots very smoothly, with little
vibration, and just enough recoil to get a
"sense of shooting." 

Attractive and fun to shoot, the HW70
air pistol would make an excellent
addition to any gun collection. 

Top Quality • Quiet and Smooth

Barrel Two-Stage
HW70A 2370A .177 2.4 lbs. 12.8” 440 2.8 FP 0.32” Cocking 31 lbs. Spring Piston 12 Composite Adjustable Automatic

Catalog Total Overall Velocity Muzzle Accuracy Cocking Cocking Rifling
Model Number Cal. Wt. Length fps Energy c-t-c Method Effort Powerplant (Grooves) Grips Trigger Safety
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Sooner or later most shooters will scope their airgun. Not only for those with aging eyesight, a scope really allows the airgun to show its true pinpoint accuracy! Be wary of put-
ting any “firearm” scope on your air rifle as most will be broken within a handful of shots (even many of the more expensive brands!) due to the unique vibrations and double recoil
of spring piston airguns. Many firearm scopes are parallax corrected for distances of 50 yards or further, well beyond normal airgun ranges. Airgun scopes are designed to with-
stand the punishing recoil of the gun, and have been parallax corrected to work in the 10 to 50 yard range airguns are most frequently shot in. When you purchase a scope with
the Beeman brand name on it, you can rest assured it is built to our exact specifications to be used as an airgun scope.  (Scope offerings subject to change at any time.)

Beeman/Bushnell 4 x 32mm Rifle Scope.

Although this is the most economical scope in the line, bright, crisp optics are the
hallmark of this model. A full 4 power magnification, this scope has fully coated lenses
for brightness and contrast, and a rigid one-piece body tube sealed against moisture and
fog. The turret knobs adjust in 1/4” clicks for both windage and elevation, and the scales
can quickly be reset to your zero. The parallax is adjustable from 10 yards to infinity. This
model is not recommended for higher power airguns. Catalog No. 5050.

Beeman/Bushnell 3-9 x 32mm Rifle Scope.

Zoom instantly from a magnification of three times all the way up to nine times with the
high-torque power change ring. Enjoy shooting at the lower magnifications giving a wide
field of view, and when situations dictate the need for pinpoint accuracy zoom in for the
critical shot. The 1/4” windage and elevation adjustments allow for fine shot placement,
and the fully coated lenses give increased contrast and brightness. One of the best values
on the scope market, the parallax is adjustable from 10 yards to infinity. This model is not
recommended for higher power airguns. Catalog No. 5055.

Beeman/Bushnell 4-12 x 40mm Rifle Scope.

Moving up a step in quality, the Beeman 4-12 offers a wide range of power settings and a
full three times zoom ratio. Better glass than the above models, this scope has amber coated
high contrast optics for even better image clarity and brightness. The 40mm objective lets in
plenty of light for shooting at all times of the day, even in the dim light of the early morning
or during the twilight hours. The 1/4” minute of adjustments allows for critical shot
placement, and the one inch body tube is waterproof and fogproof. This is an excellent all-
around model that is as versatile in the field as it is in the backyard. The parallax can be
adjusted the full range from 10 yards to infinity, and the ranges are clearly marked on the
bezel. Catalog No. 5060.

Beeman/Bushnell 6-18 x 40mm Rifle Scope.

Without a doubt one of the finest airgun scopes on the market, especially considering the
price point. Our Beeman Shooting Team members frequently use this model in field
target and silhouette competitions with great results. The amber coated optics provide
the best image clarity and highest brightness, and the 1/8” windage and elevation
adjustments allow for pinpoint accuracy. This model has a standard one inch body tube
that is completely waterproof and fogproof. The parallax can be adjusted the full range
from 10 yards to infinity, and the ranges are clearly marked on the bezel making it
suitable for range finding. Catalog No. 5065.

Beeman/Bushnell 4-12 x 40mM Deluxe Rifle Scope.

This scope is for the true connoisseur. The multi coated optics give the best possible
image, while the extra lens inside improves resolution, color correction, and minimizes
reflection. Even the reticule assembly is blackened to reduce reflection. The erector
assembly is made from both brass and aluminum (instead of just aluminum as other
brands) while the reticle is attached with screws, a metal ring, and a sealant (most other
makes use only the sealant). The parallax can be adjusted the full range from 10 meters to
infinity. Catalog No. 5045.

Beeman/Bushnell 6-24 x 40mm 
Deluxe Rifle Scope.

Unless you only want the very best, stop reading at this point! This model offers the
widest magnification range, a full four-fold power change from the wide angle 6 power
to the ultra close 24 power image! At 24 power the field of view at 100 yards is only 4.5
feet making this an excellent range finder for those choosing to shoot field target, bench
rest, or silhouette competitions. There are two additional lenses which provide improved
resolution, color correction, and minimizes aberration better than other models. The
adjustable objective has a spring behind the lens to cushion impact and force the lens to
remain in alignment, as well as a full 270 degree adjustment range allowing for more
precision. The matte black finish is classy and durable, and the black anodized internal
tube has a crinkle finish to minimize unwanted reflections. A sunshade is also included.
The parallax can be adjusted the full range from 10 meters to infinity. Catalog No. 5046.

SCOPES

Rifle scopes: Obj. Lens Tube Dia. Weight Length Field of View Eye Relief
Catalog No. Series Power mm in. (mm) oz. (gm) in. (mm) 100 yards in. (mm) Reticle

5021 Beeman Pistol Scope 2 20 1.0” (25)
5045 Bushnell 4-12 40 1.0” (25) 15.0 (420) 13.2” (330) 26.9’-9’ (24.21-8.1m) 3.0 (76) Multi-X®

5046 Bushnell 6-24 40 1.0” (25) 20.2 (566) 16.9” (423) 18’-4.5’ (16.2-4.05m) 3.0 (76) Multi-X®

5048 Bushnell 8-32 40 1.0” (25) 22 (623) 18” (457) 14’-3.75’ (4.7-1.3m) 3.3 (83) Multi-X®

5050 Bushnell 4 32 1.0" (25) 11.0 (311) 11.7” (297) 26' (7.92m) 3.5 (90) Multi-X®

5055 Bushnell 3-9 32 1.0" (25) 11.2 (314) 10.75” (269) 38' -13’ (34.2-11.7m) 3.5 (90) Multi-X®

5060 Bushnell 4-12 40 1.0" (25) 16.2 (459) 12.5" (317) 30'-10.1' (3.07-9.14m) 3.0 (76) Multi-X®

5065 Bushnell 6-18 40 1.0" (25) 17.3 (490) 14.7" (373) 17'-6' (1.82-5.18m) 3.0 (76) Multi-X®

TL: Thin Line reticle. Multi-X®  Reticle is a Registered Trademark of Bausch & Lomb Inc.

Scope Specification Table
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Scope Mount Selection Table

5030H Deluxe 2-piece double screw mount with removabe arrestor pin, 1” High for use with scopes up to 56 mm lens and 
dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5030M Deluxe 2-piece double screw mount with removable arrestor pin, 1” Medium for use with scopes up to 45 mm lens 
and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5031 Deluxe 2-piece double screw mount, 30 mm High for use with scopes up to 56 mm lens and dovetails from 
9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5032 One-piece single screw mount, 1” High for use on Weihrauch Air Rifles with drooping barrels.  For use with scopes 
up to 56 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5033 2-piece double screw mount, 30 mm High for use with scopes up to 56 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5034 2-piece double screw extended mounts give 25 mm extension to mounting points.  1” High for use with scopes up to 
56 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5035 2-piece double screw mounts with high tensile steel recoil arrestor bolt to suit all weaver and weaver style bases.  1” 
Medium for use with scopes up to 45 mm lens

5036 One-piece double screw mount, 1” High for use with scopes up to 56 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5037 One-piece double screw mount, 30 mm High for use with scopes up to 56 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5038 One-piece single screw mount with hardened cross pin to suit recoil arrestor grooves on Kodiak and other Webley 
models.  1” Medium for use with scopes up to 45 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5038H One-piece single screw mount with hardened cross pin to suit recoil arrestor grooves on Kodiak and other Webley 
models.  1” High for use with scopes up to 56 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5039 One-piece double screw mount is fully adjustable for windage and elevation.  1” High for use with scopes up to 
56 mm lens and dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

5040 One-piece double screw mount with removable arrestor pin, 1” Medium for use with scopes up to 45 mm lens and 
dovetails from 9.5 mm – 11.5 mm

All Models shown on this page have clamps which can be reversed to adapt to a wider dovetail.

SCOPE MOUNTS

5030M 5030H 5040
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Pistol Scope Base Filler Screws.

Should you wish to remove a Beeman
Mounted scope base, these custom
screws will make the holes seemingly
vanish. They have precision micro-
heads for exact depth. CAUTION:
Ordinary plug screws can damage gun.
Blued. 

Cat. Number 5143—Use only for 5140
base.

Rear Sight Filler Screws.

To fill holes left when rear sight is removed for scope use. 

Cat. Number 5080—For Beeman R series, 
Beeman/HW and Weihrauch rifles.

Beeman Scope Stop.

Highly recommended to prevent movement of any
scope on spring-piston air-
guns or stronger recoiling
firearms. Just slip on
behind position of scope

mount and secure with included Allen wrench.

Cat. Number 5092—Install behind mount: Beeman C1
and P2; Spitfire; all Webley; BSA; Falcon 2, FX-2,
Kodiak, Feinwerkbau 124, 127, 300 and 5435 riser block.
Install ahead of mount: Beeman P1, Hurricane, 5140.

Beeman Professional Scope Stop.

Same function as 5090 unit, but more sophisticated.
Multiple part design clamps firmly
onto sides of gun’s dovetail and has
a large stop pin as well. Beautifully
made, beautifully blued—you’ll be
delighted if you appreciate extra
quality and fine details. Fits only

Beeman R series rifles, Beeman/HW, Weihrauch air
rifles, and Marksman 60-61, 28, 40, 55, 59 and 70
Series, Diana. 

Cat. Number 5093.

Rear Sight Replacement Plates. 

These plates neatly replace the rear sight when
scope or receiver sights are
installed. A better arrange-
ment than using filler screws
as the plates also cover an
unsightly hole or groove that
is revealed when rear sight

is removed. Uses existing rear sight
screw holes. Screws provided. 

Cat. Number 5150—Fits Beeman R1, R9, RX. Blued
gun steel. 

Cat. Number 5151—Same as above, but fits Beeman
R7/R8, HW30, HW50.

FWB Intermount. This factory unit raises the scope
mount or aperture sight up to a “heads-up” position
that is most suitable for running target and which is

also preferred by many for
other forms of shooting. Fits
FWB 300S Match, Mini-300,
Running Boar, etc., rifles.

Especially for use with Beeman 66R and 66RL scopes.
Also provides extra room for easier loading. 

Cat. Number 5435.

Air Pistol Scope Bases.
Standard anodized aluminum scope bases precisely
machined to fit most air pistols generally mounted
with scopes. Requires drilling and tapping gun. A

two hand hold is recom-
mended when firing scoped
pistols. Can be installed by
Beeman gunsmiths.

Cat. Number 5140—FWB 65,
80, 90, LP-53, S&W 78G-79G,

Daisy 790. (See screws 5143.)

Cat. Number 5142—HW70A, HW70S

Note: 5142 does not require drilling and tapping,
use existing rear mount screw holes.

Beeman Sport Aperture Sights.

Take a huge step up by clamping on one of these small
but elegant aperture sights. The right side of the mount-
ing dovetail can be fitted exactly by simply tightening
hidden precision lock screws onto the male receiver
grooves of most adult air rifles. These units allow the
sight to be switched from gun to gun (even though dif-
ferent makes), and can be attached to guns which have
receiver grooves that are not open to the rear, such as
the Webley Hawk or Vulcan air rifles. Securement

screws bear against this sights clamping jaw,
not against the gun. Positive click micrometer
adjustments can be locked securely. The target
knobs on the deluxe version are a welcome
addition for shooters who prefer the conven-
ience of readily turned knobs. Built of rust
proof alloy with a tensile strength of over
85,000 lbs., it is compact and weighs only 1-
1/2 oz. Special anodized deep blue-black fin-
ish is extremely durable. No machining

required—just slip onto receiver grooves and
tighten Allen screws with wrench provided.
Note: When using an aperture sight barrel,
angle must be adjusted to droop downward.

Cat. Number 5823— Instantly fits air rifles
with built-in scope grooves. (FWB, Beeman,
HW, Hy-Score, El Gamo, old and new
Webley, Winchester, RWS, Geco, Sharp,
Marksman, BSA, BSF, etc.) But with finger
adjustable knobs. Very popular.

Frontsight Insert Sets—For rifles only.

Cat. Number 5770—Beeman/HW foresight
insert set. Fits Beeman R series plus HW
models which take interchangeable inserts.
Set of five.

Note: Items shown are not to scale nor 
complete sets.

Frontsight Insert Sets—For FWB 65/P34 pistols.

Cat. Number 5939

For Feinwerkbau 65 (in recoilless
mode), and other FWB match pistols.
Set of four. Low.

5949 same as above.  Set of four. High.

5823

5143

5 0 8 0

SCOPE ACCESSORIES

APERTURES

OPEN SIGHTS

Spirit Level Kit.

One of the biggest problems that can affect accuracy is
not holding the gun level. Even the slightest cant to the
left or right can throw off a shot high or low. The
Beeman Spirit Level Kit is the remedy. You can tell at a
glance, even with your eye to the scope in the shooting
position, if you are holding the gun steady and flat. The
spirit level kit is machined from the highest grade of
aluminum, and black anodized for an attractive finish.
Perfect for bench rest shooters,silhouette shooters, field
target competitors, or anyone wanting to obtain the
absolute top accuracy from their scoped gun. Fits
Beeman Scope Mounts 5030M, 5030H, 5040, 5041, 5042
and 5096. Cat. Number 5099.
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WADCUTTER
Beeman H&N Match and Hi-Speed Match —
Competitive shooters from around the world 
recognize the German firm Haendler & Natermann
as the leading pellet manufacturer. That’s why H&N
pellets have won nearly every medal in Olympic and
International competition, and set several world

records. That is also why we have been
granted the exclusive United States

distributorship for their pellets. The
H&N Match is a wadcutter that is

one of the most accurate pellets on
the market due to the tight tolerances

and strict quality control. Excellent for use in match
airguns, as well as for sporting uses. Many hunters
prefer the wadcutter due to the impact of the flat
head and the rather limited penetration. Weight vari-
ation is significantly less than other match pellets on
the market.

The Hi-Speed Match is a very similar pellet designed
to give significantly higher velocities. They are espe-
cially useful for bringing pistols up to their maxi-
mum potential. Be sure to do some experimental
shooting; some rifles will prefer the Hi-Speed pellets
and some pistols will shoot the H&N Match better.
Both models are competition grade.

Beeman Laser Sport — At first glance you will
see that this pellet looks identical to the Beeman 
H&N Match. The Laser Sport does not have quite as
tight the tolerances that the H&N Match does, so we
can pass on the cost savings to you! They will still
shoot quite well for all but the most strict target 
shooting uses. These pellets are proof positive that
identical appearing pellets, under different labels,
are not the same! Only available in .177 caliber. 

POINTED
Beeman Silver Arrow — This
heavy pellet is best used with the
most powerful airguns. Although
the heavy weight will lower the veloci-
ty they will shoot with greater stability and impact.
The triple rings seal the pellet into the bore, and
helps lead to less in-flight wobble.

Silver Jets –
Its unique design gives it superior
velocity (for its weight), penetration,
and accuracy – especially at long
range.  The penetration and velocity
characteristics are the result of a sharply pointed
nose, a smaller head and skirt (to reduce friction),
and the multiple forward sealing rings that very effi-
ciently trap air that so many other pellets waste.  The
outstanding accuracy of Silver Jets is the natural out-
come of design, extreme precision, and the unique
nature of their manufacture.  Examine some with a
magnifying lens and see that each one has actually
been “lathe-turned;” other pellets show irregularities
where the two halves of a die come together.  Silver
Jets have been copied but never even
approached for precision and per-
formance.
Beeman Silver Sting — One of
the most popular pellets in our line
due to the simple design that produces results out in
the field. Outstanding and well balanced, the Silver
Sting has a larger waist that apparently provides
greater stability and better air flow than the thinner
waisted copies. Very efficient, this pellet retains
much of its energy for 30 yards and beyond. Note
the gentle slope of the rear side of the pellet, a shape

which produces less turbulence than the sharply
undercut head found on other brands. 

Beeman Ram Point — Available
only in .25 caliber, the Ram Point
offers exceptional knock down
power for both field uses as well as
informal shooting fun. The head was specially
designed to give a combination of excellent ballistics,
penetration, and accuracy.

HOLLOW POINT
Beeman Silver Bear — A true
classic, this was the very first hollow
point airgun pellet ever designed, and
remains the best known today. Over two years in
development, the Silver Bear gives excellent expan-
sion; in magnum guns it just gets larger and larger
on impact! Even guns of lower power can benefit
from the forward cup which was designed to allow
for maximum impact, even at velocities too low for
expansion. The head is unique with the sharp edge
that can cut a clean hole in a paper target or catch the
edge of a silhouette - it could be considered a semi-
wadcutter. A lightweight pellet in all but the .25 cal-
iber, the Silver Bear will allow for higher velocities.
Great for field uses, or just informal shooting.

Beeman Crow Magnum — We
designed the Crow Magnum pellet
for those shooters who wanted a
heavier hollow point with a gigantic
forward expansion cup. A key objective
of the new design was to provide exceptional stabili-
ty, and thus long range accuracy for the higher
power adult airguns on the market. A yawning
mouth and greater forward weight was included
resulting in one of the world’s most accurate field
pellets. In independent testing, a .25 caliber Crow
Magnum pellet recovered from a feral pigeon had
nearly doubled in size to .41 caliber when shot at 25
yards! Easily one of the most unique pellets we have
ever designed, the Crow Magnum was bestowed a
Product Award of Merit by American Firearms
Industry magazine. 

ROUND NOSE
Beeman Ram Jet — Named
after the desert ram silhouette that
is shot at 45 yards (about the size of
two quarters). The Ram Jet was designed with the
competitions of silhouette and field target in mind,
but has found an equal home in the airguns of
hunters and “plinkers.” The round nose allows for
minimal forward air resistance and the pellet has an
exceptional lack of yaw and drift, even in unstable
air. The semi-wadcutter edge will catch and knock
down a target, even with a glancing blow, and the
heavily weighted nose adds to the knock-down
power. Tom Holzel, author of the Air Rifle Hunters
Guide and an independent airgun hunting and ballis-
tics expert selects the Ram Jet as the “pellet of
choice” in .20 caliber.

Beeman Bearcub —
Although this is an entry price
point for a Beeman pellet, it is
superior to all other economy pel-
lets. Available in both .177 and .22 cal-
ibers this pellet is good for overall shooting uses,
from backyard fun to some small game hunting or
pest control. A medium weight model that should
perform well in all airguns. Give it a try and see for
yourself.

Beeman Silver Ace — A long time
Beeman favorite. It has long range
accuracy and impact. The triple
rings around the head and the skirt
design are the same as on the Silver
Arrow and offer the same advantages. The head has
only a slight roundness to it, many would consider it
almost a wadcutter which makes it a hunters favorite
due to the higher weight than many flat nose models
but still offering a limited penetration. Try the Silver
Ace when experimenting with the different pellets at
various distances. It is sure to become one of your
top performers.

Beeman Kodiak — A favorite for field
target shooters. As one of the
world’s heaviest pellets the
Kodiak has a tremendous amount
of inertia that delivers super
impact on those hard to knock down
targets. The great weight also provides good wind
resistance and is more efficient in the higher pow-
ered airguns and the pre-charged pneumatics such
as the Beeman Mako air rifle. The head is very coni-
cal in shape, like a rounded point, providing out-
standing aerodynamics.

Beeman Kodiak Match —
Knowledgeable airgunners know
that the Kodiak pellet already gets
the most efficiency out of magnum
power airguns, and gives the best
power far down range at the targets that are out 50
yards and beyond. This pellet is now available in
selected, match lot marked batches for maximum
accuracy. Dubbed the Kodiak Match, these pellets
receive extra attention and care in manufacturing,
have a super smooth surface all over, and are select-
ed by test firing each batch. Available in .177 and .25
calibers only.

Beeman Laser – The world’s light-
est .177 caliber pellet, only 6.5
grains! This is to help boost the
velocities in moderate powered
airguns, and for those needs when
the highest velocity is needed. Due to the
extremely light weight, this pellet may not shoot
accurately in the ultra-high powered air rifles as it
can come out faster than the speed of sound and
tumble in flight. A great choice for the Marksman,
Crosman, or Daisy airguns on the market. The Laser
is one of the standard pellets we use to measure
velocity. 

Beeman Trophy – Designed for long range accu-
racy for both hunting and target shooting, whether
it’s silhouette or field target. This round
nosed pellet is our only 7.88 grain
pellet in .177, which will be ideal
for the shooter that wants the
accuracy of the famed Kodiak
Match, but with a lighter weight, flat-
ter shooting projectile. This pellet will also work
well in our pistols and lower powered rifles.

Beeman FTS – Becoming a new favorite of field
target shooters, this pellet was designed for long
range accuracy for both hunting or target shooting.
This mid-weight pellet has the
accuracy of the Kodiak with a
flatter trajectory

BEEMAN® PELLETS . . .
PELLETS
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Pellet Comparison Table
Average measurements. Listed by weight within calibers.

Blue: .177/4.5mm caliber Yellow: .20/5.0mm caliber Green: .22/5.5mm caliber Red: .25/6.3mm caliber

Beeman Ram Jet
.177" caliber

Beeman Ram Jet
.20" caliber

Beeman Ram Jet
.22" caliber

Beeman Ram Jet
.25" caliber

Calibers In Perspective

The illustrations shown compare the head sizes
of the four different Beeman pellet 
calibers. (Shown at actual size.)

Beeman was the pioneer in developing .20 precision
adult airguns. Now, responding to the amazing recep-
tion by U.S. shooters of Beeman’s .20 airguns and pel-
lets, we have expanded our offerings so that .20 fans
now have a full line of guns, pellets, and accessories.

Now there’s no excuse for not adding guns of this
exciting caliber to your battery of airguns. Robert
Beeman, and many other airgun experts, consider .20
to be the ideal caliber for airgun field shooting. The
combination of greater projectile weight than .177 and
higher velocity than .22 makes .20 an ideal caliber for
many uses. The higher velocity means a considerably
flatter trajectory than .22 while maintaining an 
outstanding in-flight stability due to a diameter/length
ratio which is closer to the .177 caliber. Recent 
independent tests also indicate that .20 pellets are
unusually efficient and may have a higher lateral wind
resistance than either .177 or .22 pellets. Shooters also
find .20 pellets to be easier to handle and more 
forgiving of handling damage.

Sheridan’s domestic airguns, primarily shot by older
youth, were virtually the only airguns of .20 caliber for
many years. Beeman’s precision grade .20 pellets have
been extremely popular with shooters of these guns
due to greater accuracy and velocity. 

.25 CALIBER MAKES A BIG HIT!
By introducing airguns powerful enough to really han-
dle the huge .25 caliber pellets, and by introducing the
first precision pellets of this caliber Beeman was the
first to make .25 caliber a key part of the adult airgun
scene. This great caliber has now become so well
accepted that many .25 caliber guns and fine pellets 
are available. 

One actually has to handle some .25 caliber pellets to 
appreciate how really BIG and HEAVY they are! This
size and mass means not only tremendous impact but
also great stability and inertia which can translate into 
wonderful long range accuracy and velocity retention.
What was difficult for smaller calibers becomes easy
with the .25. The big bore allows an almost unrestricted
flow of the massive air thrust which occurs in the most
powerful models. Not only is .25 caliber the most 
efficient and most powerful in these guns, it often is the
most accurate. And hunters appreciate how it holds on
to its velocity, actually going faster and with up to triple
the impact of light pellets far down-range. 
(Note: Beeman’s .25 caliber airguns and pellets are made to international size
standards. Certain .25 caliber airguns are made to an obsolete British stan-
dard. Pellets made to that standard may give impressive velocities in normal
.25 bores, due to the lack of normal friction, but long range stability, and thus
accuracy, may suffer drastically.)

BEEMAN PULLS OUT THE
STOPS FOR .20!

Flat shooting with a Heavy, Hard Hitting Pellet!

% De- Head Skirt Pellets/ Tins/
Pellet Cat. No. Cal. Wt. viation Dia. Dia. Lgth. Head Tin Case

Laser 3090 .177 6.50 0.6 0.177 0.185 0.220 Rd 500 100
Silver Bear 33030 .177 7.10 0.2 0.177 0.187 0.215 HPWC 500 100
H&N Match Hi-Speed 3011HS .177 7.55 0.1 0.177 0.187 0.218 WC 500 100
Laser Sport 3160 .177 7.70 0.2 0.177 0.185 0.218 WC 500 100
Trophy 3500 .177 7.88 0.1 0.175 0.185 0.228 Rd 500 100

Perfect Rounds 3450 .177 8.02 0.1 0.175 N/A 0.175 Rd 500 100
Bearcub 3171 .177 8.09 1.0 0.178 0.188 0.236 WC 500 100
H&N Match 3011 .177 8.09 0.1 0.177 0.187 0.218 WC 500 100
Silver Ace 33050 .177 8.12 0.6 0.176 0.178 0.229 Rd 500 100
Silver Jet 33070 .177 8.39 0.2 0.177 0.182 0.259 Pt 500 100
Silver Sting 33020 .177 8.61 0.2 0.178 0.186 0.276 Pt 500 100
Crow Magnum 3000 .177 8.80 0.1 0.178 0.187 0.252 HP 500 60
FTS 31250 .177 9.20 0.2 0.178 0.187 0.238 Rd 500 100
Ram Jet 3140 .177 9.80 0.8 0.177 0.188 0.280 WC-Rd 500 100
Kodiak 3245 .177 10.60 0.8 0.178 0.187 0.270 Rd 500 100
Kodiak Match 3246 .177 10.60 0.1 0.178 0.187 0.270 Rd 500 60
Silver Arrow 3086 .177 11.50 0.1 0.177 0.188 0.300 Pt 500 60

Laser 3095 .20 9.20 0.6 0.197 0.206 0.235 Rd 300 100
Silver Bear 3035 .20 9.88 0.3 0.199 0.209 0.244 HPWC 200 100
Silver Sting 3021 .20 10.53 0.3 0.197 0.207 0.297 Pt 200 100
Silver Ace 33055 .20 11.44 0.2 0.198 0.204 0.256 Rd 300 100
Ram Jet 3145 .20 11.70 0.5 0.196 0.206 0.256 WC-Rd 200 100
FTS 31252 .20 12.27 0.3 0.198 0.209 0.244 Rd 200 100
H&N Match 3016 .20 11.87 0.1 0.200 0.210 0.220 WC 500 60
Crow Magnum 3001 .20 12.80 0.1 0.199 0.210 0.280 HP 200 100
Kodiak 3247 .20 13.32 0.8 0.197 0.208 0.310 Rd 200 100
Silver Arrow 3087 .20 15.50 0.1 0.200 0.211 0.301 Pt 300 100

Silver Bear 33040 .22 12.65 0.4 0.217 0.228 0.246 HPWC 200 100
Laser 33100 .22 13.36 0.6 0.216 0.219 0.254 Rd 250 100
H&N Match 3018 .22 13.75 0.4 0.215 0.217 0.306 WC 200 100
Bearcub 3172 .22 14.44 1.0 0.218 0.226 0.240 WC 200 100
Ram Jet 3150 .22 14.76 0.5 0.217 0.228 0.270 WC-Rd 200 100
FTS 31255 .22 15.1 0.8 0.218 0.224 0.258 Rd 200 100
Silver Ace 33060 .22 15.24 0.8 0.214 0.223 0.271 Rd 250 100
Silver Sting 33025 .22 15.74 0.6 0.217 0.228 0.327 Pt 200 100
Silver Arrow 3088 .22 17.10 0.1 0.217 0.227 0.301 Pt 200 100
Crow Magnum 3002 .22 18.20 0.1 0.217 0.228 0.305 HP 200 100
Kodiak 3250 .22 21.10 0.8 0.217 0.227 0.333 Rd 200 100
Trophy 3502 .22 14.00 0.8 0.214 0.227 0.257 Rd 200 100

Laser 3125 .25 17.70 0.6 0.248 0.257 0.280 Rd 180 100
H&N Match 3019 .25 21.60 0.1 0.250 0.259 0.285 WC 200 60
Silver Ace 3065 .25 21.60 0.2 0.248 0.254 0.315 Rd 180 100
Perfect Rounds 3463 .25 23.61 0.3 0.249 N/A 0.249 Rd 200 60
Ram Jet 3155 .25 24.18 0.5 0.250 0.257 0.333 WC-Rd 200 60
Silver Arrow 3089 .25 24.30 0.1 0.250 0.259 0.341 Pt 200 60
Silver Sting 33026 .25 25.12 0.1 0.250 0.259 0.383 Pt 200 60
Crow Magnum 3003 .25 26.20 0.1 0.249 0.260 0.343 HP 200 60
Silver Bear 33042 .25 26.42 0.3 0.250 0.258 0.330 HPWC 200 60
Ram Point 3265 .25 27.10 0.3 0.249 0.259 0.384 WC-Pt 200 60
Kodiak 3252 .25 30.70 0.8 0.248 0.255 0.400 Rd 200 60
Kodiak Match 3253 .25 30.90 0.1 0.248 0.255 0.400 Rd 200 60

Color of tin indicates caliber:  Blue .177, Yellow .20,
Green .22, Red .25 caliber

PELLETS

HP = Hollow Point WC = Wadcutter Rd = Round Pt= Point 
Specifications are subject to change without notice. All pellet counts per tin are approximate. Above measurements are in inches and grains.
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Beeman “Perfect Rounds”.

Lead BB’s are best. Precision lead
balls are very popular among
knowledgeable airgun shooters.
The spherical shape cannot tumble

at long distance and makes these projectiles
the fastest and easiest to load. “Perfect
Rounds,” are especially popular as a substi-
tute for the steel BB, with much more impact.
“BB” is now an official caliber, listed as .177, or
4.5 mm, but actually having a maximum
diameter of .175” and a minimum diameter of
.162” and a weight of only 5.3 grains for steel
BB’s; and a diameter of approximately .177
and a weight of about 8.0 grains for equiva-
lent lead airgun shot (with a maximum shot
start force of 22.5 lbs.). Precision lead balls
thus fit the gun’s bore much better, waste less
air, and give greater accuracy and impact. The
.177 precision lead ball works well in the
repeating mechanism of most U.S. air and
CO2 guns. (Retaining the lead BB may be a
problem in some models using magnets.) Our
latest addition: .25 Perfect Rounds which pro-
duce amazing penetration and the very high-
est muzzle energy in our magnum .25 air
rifles – and they are fast and fun to load! For
extra accuracy, extra impact – try “Perfect
rounds” – to out perform domestic lead shot
sold under other brands.  (Note: Not suitable for
use in precision airguns.  Made expressly for use in
older repeater style U.S. made air and CO2 guns.)

Cat. Number 3450—.177 caliber
Cat. Number 3463—.25 caliber

Beeman Quick Cleaning Pellets.

Here’s the easiest
way to clean an
airgun barrel. Just
pop these cylin-
drical, precision
cut, heavy felt pel-
lets into the breech

of any kind of airgun, and fire them like regu-
lar pellets. The felt expands to wipe rifling
detail clean in seconds. Great for emergency
clean-ups in the field or between times when
you use a cleaning rod. International match
shooters squeeze the last bit of accuracy from
their guns by cleaning their barrels with
QCP’s before a match. Great for applying oil
to barrels—just squeeze a drop of light polar-
izing oil onto the felt and shoot. Imaginative
airgunners have suggested many other uses,
such as pest chasing, applying ink to show
impact point in snap shooting practices, etc.
CAUTION: These pellets may produce pain,
or even injury, at extremely close ranges.

Cat. Number 3860—.177 Quick Cleaning
Cat. Number 3861—.177 Quick Cleaning (500)
Cat. Number 3862—.22 Quick Cleaning
Cat. Number 3865—.20 Quick Cleaning
Cat. Number 3870—.25 Quick Cleaning

The Finale Match Pellet Box.

Shaker will hold 100
pellets and give the
ultimate protection to
each pellet, since they
are all individually
separated. The box can
be refilled time and
time again.  Pellets
sold separately. 

Catalog No. 3260

PELLETS AND PELLET ACCESSORIES

Beeman “Automatic” Pell Size®

Assembly with Beeman Pell Stand.

Our deluxe Automatic Pell Size
Assembly can make sizing so fast and
easy that it’s downright fun! The deluxe
sizer has a spring loaded sizing plunger
which automatically opens the feed area
after each sizing stroke; it is here com-
bined with the Pell Stand for fast, one-
handed operation. The complete assembly:

Cat. No. 7201A—.177 caliber, with .1785” Die.
Cat. No. 7201.1—Die only, .1785”
Cat. No. 7202 —Die only, .1780”
Cat. No. 7203 —Die only, .1790”
Cat. No. 7204 —Die only, .1800”

Beeman Pell Seat®.

The Pell Seat is a tool that seats a pellet
into the bore after it has been loaded the
regular way. A shooter uses the Pell
Seat’s round end to smooth out any
irregularities in the shape of the pellet
skirt, and to “form fit” the pellet skirt to
the bore, creating a perfect air seal. This
produces greater pellet uniformity and
prevents wasted blow-by air. The

Beeman Pell Seat may be used at any
angle to smooth and seat pellets.

The Pell Seat is beautifully built from
high stress, aircraft aluminum, and has
a special hardened surface that is near-
ly as hard as glass. It comes complete
with a pocket clip and a hole for a wrist
or neck cord.

Cat. No. 7199

Beeman Belt Pouch.

This handsome pouch has a fine spring
action top which is opened by one hand
and stays open until you snap it closed.
Beautifully crafted of finest grade supple
cowhide and soft vinyl lining. Sturdy belt
loop fits on belts up to 2-1/4” wide.
Generous 4” x 6” size. 

Cat. No. 7290—Black.

Beeman “Drop Pouch.”

Wear it on your belt or other strap.
Quick, easy and secure. Beautifully built
of an incredibly tough ballistic nylon.
Extra smooth nylon liner sandwiched
over a tough protective padding. Neat,
trim, washable. Handy size—3-1/2” x 5”.

Cat. No. 7295—Green

Beeman
“Automatic”
Pell Size®

Assembly with
Beeman Pell
Stand

7201A
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33’ (10 Meter) Official
Air Pistol Target. The
latest official NRA air
pistol target. Four bull's
eyes on one target. 14” x
14” tagboard. Packs of

50. NRA No. B40/4. 

Catalog No. 4134.

33’ (10 Meter) Official
Air Pistol Target. Single
bull's eye. Used in NRA
airgun program. 7” x 8”
tagboard. Sold in packs
of 100. NRA No. B40. 

Catalog No. 4132.

33’ (10 Meter) Air
Rifle Target. Official
single bull's eye. ISU
official bull's eye specifi-
cations. 1-10 count; 4 to
9 black (ea. 1 1/4”
diameter with center
white dot for ten rings).

3-3/4” x 3-3/4” tagboard, fits metal pellet
traps. Sold in packs of 100. NRA No.
AR5/1. 

Catalog No. 4151.

33’ (10 Meter) Air Rifle
Target. Official 5 bull's
eye. Same bull's eye spec-
ifications. 1-10 count; 4 to
9 black (ea. 1-1/4” 
diameter with center
white dot for 10 rings). 7”
x 9” tagboard, fits metal

pellet traps. Sold in packs of 100. NRA No.
AR5/5. 

Catalog Number 4152.

33’ (10 Meter) Air
Rifle Target. Official 12
bull's eye. New target
official for NRA air rifle
competition. Two sight-
ing bull's eyes. One shot
at each of 10 scoring

bull's eyes. 10-1/2” x 12-1/4” tagboard—
sold in packs of 100., NRA No. AR5/10. 

Catalog No. 4153.

Number 4402

Metallic Silhouettes.

Solid metal alloy
casting. For use only
over 20 meters (18
yards) with airguns.
These silhouettes do
not meet the NRA
official regulation for
steel silhouettes and
they may be distort-
ed or broken by close

range impacts from high power airguns.
One each chicken, pig, turkey and ram.

Cat. No. 4042—Economy Metallic 
Silhouettes. Group of 4 Different

Beeman Deluxe Silent Pellet Trap.

Safest type of trap for airgun shooters; a
must for apartment dwellers. Pellets are
trapped silently and safely in a deep layer of
ballistic putty. No hanging stop sheet to fail
after repeated use, especially with magnum
air rifles. Just remove the face and take out
clumps of fused pellets every few hundred
shots—then smooth down the putty and it’s
ready again.Disposable support face provides
easy scoring and allows easy attachment of
various size targets. 8” x 10” inside. Fitted
with carrying handle and non-scratching feet.
Free standing.

Cat. No. 4030—Pellet Trap.
Cat. No. 4033—Extra 8” x 10” faces, 

pkg. of 10.

Beeman Metallic Silhouette Trap.

This completely portable heavy-duty trap is
made of thick steel to withstand shots from
even the powerful Beeman magnum air rifles.
The backstop safely captures pellets at 10
meters (33’) and beyond. The trap is black
with white metallic silhouette figures that
freely hang on a steel crossbar and swing
when hit. Silhouette crossbar can be replaced
with an optional bar that holds paper targets.
Measures 14” x 9”.

Cat. No. 4021—Silhouette Trap
Cat. No. 4022—Paper Target Bar

Beeman Super-Tuff Swinging Silhouettes. 

Hanger bars are welded to sections of thick
steel tubing which are fitted around the
horizontal support bars. Spot welds on the
support bars keep the targets from wandering
along the bars. All steel is extra thick and

Pellet Trap.
Versatile pellet trap
holds paper targets
or hanging metal
silhouette (targets
and four silhou-
ettes included).
Pellets only.

Cat. No.
4085–Pellet Trap

Ballistic Putty. Packed in resealable 
plastic bags with instructions and ballistic
tables. Provides easy evaluation of
approximate velocity without chronograph or
for replacement in 4030 Pellet Trap. (Not
Pictured).

Cat. No. 7243—5 lbs.

Heavy Duty Metal Pellet and Bullet Trap.

A really solid trap made of heavy sheet steel.
It weighs well over 20 pounds. 11”(W) x 12”
(H) x 8” (L).Withstands the most powerful
pellet guns and lead bullets up to and
including .22 Long Rifle rimfire. Noisy, but it
allows recycling of the lead. Use with lead
projectiles only! 

Cat. No. 4025—Metal Pellet and Bullet Trap
(Paper Targets Not Included)

tough. A horizontal bracing bar adds extra
rigidity and provides a step for your foot to
aid in shoving the legs into the ground. The
airgun “shooting gallery” has the four
silhouette shapes on one support arch. 

Cat. No. 4050—Airgun Gallery 14”x14-1/2”,
4 animals in one arch support.

4021

Super-Tuff Swinging Silhouettes

4030

TARGETS AND TRAPS



CASES AND HOLSTERS

RIFLE CASES HOLSTERS
Beeman Super Tuff Case.

Solid protection in a low cost case. Cover:
Black Cordura nylon—very light, but it fights
punctures, tears and scuffing very well. Will
not mildew or deteriorate. Breathes. Lining:
Heavy twill. Padding: Super protective and
light polyurethane. Zipper: Heavy-duty, self
repairing nylon. Handles: Thick nylon straps. 

Cat. Number 6448—48”

Beeman Tempest-Hurricane Holster.

Handsome, tough holster designed for
a perfect fit. Durable, black nylon makes 
the holsters outer shell almost indestruc-
tible. A special cell foam layer protects
against impact and water.  Also fits the
Beeman P3.

Cat. Number 6309

6448*

* Actual  product may vary slightly.

ACCESSORIES

Beeman Universal Muzzle Brake

Fits virtually every air rifle. Protects the
muzzle area and makes an excellent
cocking handle.

The Beeman Universal Muzzle Brake
outsells all other brands because it’s
built better and attaches to almost every
air rifle available today thanks to its
unique internal design (see diagram).
Instead of being cast from pot metal like
competitive units, our muzzle brake is
precision-turned from the finest aircraft-
grade aluminum, then given a tough,
anodized, matte black finish. When it’s
slipped onto a scoped air rifle it:

• Hides ugly muzzle grooves left 
when the frontsight is removed.

• Guards the critical crown area 
from damage in case the rifle 
is dropped or banged against a 
hard object.

• Serves as a convenient cocking 
handle.

• Protects the bluing around the 
muzzle.

• Addsmuzzle steadiness when firing 
(weighs four ounces).

• Directs sound forward.

• Looks sharp!

Cat. Number 7129 — FWB 124/ 127;
Beeman 100, 200, 250; RWS, Diana,
Original, Hy-Score (except recoilless).
Beeman R1, 6, 7, 9, 10, X, and C1, Beeman
HW (except HW77, 97), Weihrauch,
Webley (except Eclipse), Wischo, BSF,
Falcon 1, FX-1, BSA, Marksman 70,
Challenger, many RWS, and other rifle
barrels up to 0.635” O.D. Patents Pending.

NOTE: Do not use this device on airguns or 
firearms with a caliber larger than .32 (7.65 mm). 
Above list not inclusive.

New all steel Crow Magnum style muzzle
break, three screw fitting. Recommended
installation by gunsmith. Fits all “R”
Series air rifles except for R7. Catalog
Number 7128.

Leather Sandbag Rests.

These are the only top grain, genuine
cowhide bags in the U.S. with a beautifully
tanned finish. Precision workmanship
down to the rot-proof nylon thread used in
the stitching.These rests are easily filled
with a deheaded cartridge case and a small
funnel. No inner bags are used or needed.
After filling with your sand, the integral
leather spout is folded flat and tucked into
a pocket sewn to the bag, preventing even a
grain of sand from escaping. Set of rabbit-
ear rear bag plus heavy, grooved front bag.

Cat. Number 7160—Set of two bags.

Muzzle Brake Installation

1. Select one of two shims (provided with muzzle
brake) that best fits your gun’s barrel and slide it on

3. Muzzle brake’s unique internal tapering
automatically centers brake on barrel.
Misalignment is impossible. 2. Slip muzzle brake on barrel

(no hammering required).

4. Slide the tubular shim into place.

5. Tighten down set screw with Allen
wrench provided to secure muz-
zle brake to barrel. That’s all
there is to it!

6309
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ACCESSORIES

Charging Adapters & Gas-Spring 
Pressure Gauge.

Used to check pressure in rifle’s power
unit; for monitoring and adjusting pres-
sure. Not available for high pressure
gas-spring guns like the Crow
Magnum, use a chronograph.

Cat. Number 71371 — FWB P30/P34, 
P75, C55P and P70 Tank Adapter.

Cat. Number 7703 —  Super 12 and
Super 17 (no hose. Not Shown)

Cat. Number 7704 — Mako
Cat. Number 7705 — Pressure Gauge

for RX-1, RX, RX2.

Forearm Screw Cup Kit.

Fits Beeman R Series (except for R7),
HW97 and HW77. Replaces original fore-
arm screws with special screws and
washers nesting in handsomely blued
steel or solid brass cups. Adds beauty
plus durability and accuracy by prevent-
ing recoil-induced screw loosening and
burrowing of screws. Cups press into
original forearm holes (hole may need to
be deepened or widened).

Cat. Number 7777—Forearm Screw
Cup Kit, Blued Steel.

Cat. Number 7778—Forearm Screw
Cup Kit, Solid Brass.

7704

7705

71371

7778

7777

# 7175 - Gunsmith Screwdriver Set # 7176 - Allen Head Adapter Pack

Super 12  Magazines.

Increase your firepower with addition-
al 12 shot magazines, and enjoy more
shooting time and less reloading time.
Will fit into all existing Super 12 rifles.
The .22 caliber magazines will also fit
the older Super 7 air rifles for those who
would like to get a few additional shots
from the magazine. Calibers are not
interchangeable so be sure to get the
right size for your air rifle.

Cat. Number 7714-.20 caliber
Cat. Number 7712-.22 caliber
Cat. Number 7713-.25 caliber

C55 Magazines.

Spare magazines to increase your
rapid fire shooting fun.

Cat. Number 7155-Five Shot Magazine

# 7714
# 7712
# 7713

# 7155

Gunsmith Screwdriver Set – 7175.

It can be frustrating to work on your gun
and not have the right sized tool. Usually the
only ones on the workbench are too large,
which can be ineffectual at best, and often
leave scratches and other damage to your
rifle. The Gunsmith Screwdriver Set contains
one handle, one midget ratchet, and one

extension for use with over a dozen head
adapters to ensure that you will have the right
tool at the right time, whatever gun 
or hobby you are working on. Extremely 
versatile, the unit comes in a pocket sized
polyethylene case specifically designed to
hold each piece.

Allen Head Adapter Pack - 7176.

Designed to make the GunsmithScrewdriver
Set even more versatile! This pack contains
nineteen additional adapters for broader
applications. Includes Allen hex adapters,
metric hex adapters, and a 1/4” square drive
adapter. An excellent companion to the
Gunsmith Screwdriver Set that nobody
should be without.
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GRIPS
Beeman Tempest/Hurricane 
Combat Grip.

Hand-shaped of Bolong Eta—an especially
handsome, very dense, stable tropical wood.
Wraparound finger grooves for a firm grip,
steady hold, and dramatic appearance.

Cat. Number 7395

Beeman “Combat” Grip.

Beautifully shaped exotic hardwood grip
with finger grooves that wrap around the
front on the grip, giving the shooter a very
firm and steady hold.

Cat. Number 73705—Fits P1, P2 Standard,
Colt .45 Auto.

# 7395

# 73705

ACCESSORIES AND SPECIAL ITEMS

SLINGS AND SWIVELS
Beeman Professional Tapered Strap.

The back is lined with tough, 
top quality suede leather saddle-
stitched for a completely finished
appearance. This provides a nice
slip-resistant surface. Extra
quality quick detachable sling
swivels are solidly sewn right
in. (Just attach No. 7420
swivel studs and/or barrel
band No. 7438, 7439 or
7440 on each gun to
which you wish to
instantly attach this
sling.) Finest saddle
leather tapers from
almost 2” wide 
(50 mm) to 7/8”
(20 mm).

Cat. Number 7507.

Beeman Deluxe Saddle Leather
Tapered Strap.

Our latest special design to fit the 20
mm (7/8”) swivels of our top airguns.
Also excellent on 3/4”-1” swivels. Very
popular tapered design with wide area
to provide maximum comfort and 
stability on shoulder. Top grade saddle
leather stamped with very attractive bas-
ket weave design and border. Easily
adjustable.

Cat. Number 75055.

Quick Detachable Sling Swivels.

S p e c i a l
airgun set
with two
w o o d
s c r e w s
and two
1” swivels. Unlike most QD swivels, these
do not need a socket set into the stock.
Installs without dismantling gun. Special
1/2” wood screw fits forearms as thin as
5/8”. New white line base spacer. 

Cat. Number 7410—w/instructions,
screws.

Cat. Number 7411—1/2 set.
Cat. Number 7420—Wood screw.

Outside Barrel Band for QD Swivels.

Use on FWB 124/127, RWS 36, 38, 45,
Beeman R models
and other rifles that
have a slot in the
forearm which pre-
vents installation of
a forward swivel
screw. No. 7410
swivels not included.

Cat. Number 7439—.535”-.585” barrel.
Cat. Number 7440—.585”-.635” barrel

Brownell Quick-Set Latigo Sling.

“Pull Down—Snap Out.” No hooks or
laces to adjust. One continuous piece of
leather that can be set to any length
desired. 

Specially modified
for airgun use,
still perfect for
firearms too.

Cat. Number 7520—
Supple, natural tan 1”.

Desired Width of Sling 3/4" 1" 1 5/8"

FWB 300S Match
FWB 300S Universal
FWB 300S Mini
Anschutz 250, 380 N/A 7411 N/A
Walther LGR
Beeman 400, RWS 75
HW55MM, FWB 601
FWB C60, C60 Mini

Manitou FT, Mako
FWB 300 Run. Boar N/A 7410 7140
FWB 300S Tyrolean
FWB 601 Run. Boar
FWB C60 Run. Boar

HW55, SM, T
R6, R7, R8
Wischo 55
HW 30, 50 7450 7439 + 7410 N/A
Beeman C1, S1
Beeman 100
Vulcan I, Bearcub, Hawk

FWB 124/127D, Omega FE 7440 + 7410 N/A

Crow Magnum
Classic Magnum
Kodiak
FWB 124/127S N/A 7440 + 7410 N/A
R1, R10, R9, RX, Vulcan II or
Vulcan III, Beeman 250 7440 + 7420**
RWS, Challenger Sport

Air Wolf, Wolf Pup
Osprey N/A 7410 N/A
Falcon 1, FX-1

R10, R9 N/A 7440 + 7420 N/A

HW97, Eclipse N/A 7439 + 7410 N/A
Falcon 2, FX-2

** = Sling comes with swivels.

FE = Factory equipped with this size swivel; may be 
removed if larger swivels and sling are desired.

N/A = Not Available.

NOTE: Sling installation not practical on El Gamo 68 series or
Sheridan Model C or other pump pneumatics. Use swivel set
7410 on most CO2 rifles with solid wood forearms and buttstocks.

List Not All Inclusive

Sling Fittings Selection Table

7507

75055
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Beeman MP-5 Metalophilic Oil.

MP-5’s key action is one
of penetrating rather than
trapping moisture, but it
also lubricates very effec-
tively and neutralizes
sweat and salt. MP-5 pene-
trates into the smallest
crevices and finally dries
to a thin, non-gumming,
lubricating film which
lasts through almost indef-
inite storage. It is harmless

to steel, non-ferrous metals, wood, airgun
seals, and leather. Apply it to external
parts, joints, and bores. (Do not use in
compression or spring chambers!) 

Cat. Number 9205—4 oz. dispenser
bottle.

Beeman/FWB Joint Grease.

Extremely effective for reducing fric-
tion and galling at points of high metal
to metal pressure such as cocking lever
and other joints of match and sport air-
guns and firearms.

Cat. Number 9131—1/4 oz. tube (7 gms).

SPECIAL ITEMS AND LITERATURE

LITERATURE
The Collector’s Guide to Air Pistols
by Dennis Hiller

This interesting book is for the collector of air 
pistols. Now in the third edition, this 282 page book
contains many interesting facts about the guns such as
the model and manufacturer, date of production, and
an approximated valuation. All details are document-
ed with several good photographs of the guns, and in
many cases also the schematic and original blueprints
have been reproduced. In some cases, even old adver-
tising and packaging have been shown for a fascinat-
ing look at the history of the model. This British book
gives an abundance of useful information not found
anywhere else, and is sure to be used time and time
again as reference material for the air pistol collector.

Cat. Number 8035.

Air Rifle Hunter’s Guide 
by Tom Holzel

Author Tom Holzel helps hunters fill their game
bags by exploring several areas of airgun hunting such
as: how to get started, techniques, equipment, camou-
flage and airgun ballistics. While the book is tailored
towards hunting crows (one of the trickiest of quar-
ries) the information and techniques are applicable to
nearly all airgun game.

Cat. Number 8037.

The Art of Airgun Collecting
by Robert Beeman

Authored by Dr. Robert Beeman, founder of
Beeman Precision Airguns and the owner of perhaps
the finest private collection of airguns in the world.
This 23 page booklet explores several different areas
such as what to collect, how to start a collection, and
collectible American airguns. There is also an extreme-
ly interesting historical look at airgun development
from the 1600’s to the modern era, and the entire book
is extremely well documented with photographs of
guns from Beeman’s own collection that are normally
only seen in museums. 

Cat. Number 8484.

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Beeman Zip Cleaning Kit

Fits any gun with an open breech, even those
that won’t take a rigid rod. Cleans thoroughly
and will not injure the crown of the barrel.
Complete with zippered nylon belt or pocket
pouch fitted inside with roll-up rod, patch
holder, pull thru handle and adapter, .177-.20
brush,.22-.25 brush, obstruction clearer, instruc-
tions, and small plastic bottle of MP-5 (avoid
kits with low flash oils which can damage air-
guns and their seals.) You should obtain a bot-
tle of MP-5 oil No. 9205 for refills and No. 9500
Cleaner-Degreaser for first stage cleaning when
at home, and drop in some appropriate sized
Beeman Quick Cleaning Pellets.

Cat. Number 9005—Beeman “Zip Clean,”
for .177-.25 pistols or rifles.

Cat. Number 9006—100% cotton flannel
patches for flexible rod in 9005. 50 per pkg.

Cleaning Patches.

Suitable for .177-.22 calibers. 100 per
pack. Cat. Number 9040.

Silicone Gun Cloth.

Heavy 100% cotton flannel treated with Dow
Corning silicone. 

Cat. Number 9400. Beeman Metal-2-Metal (M2M) Moly
Paste.

Over 60% moly. Used for super tuning
and almost eliminating wear. Externally,
use it on all moving joints, etc. Beautiful-
ly smooths rough joints, etc. Generally
too slick for trigger sears, but excellent in
chambers. Also used in breech to ease
pellet insertion. Use sparingly for best
results. Great for all air and CO2 guns.

Cat. Number 99130—1/2 oz. jar.

Tibet Almond Stick.

Stock scratch and rubmark
treatment. Just burnish the big,
fibrous stick of material over
any or all of the stock, concen-
trating on the blemishes. Wipe
of excess with absorbent tis-
sue. Can’t spill or stain.

Cat. Number 9860


